Introduction

This note discusses loss of channel options for the REL352 relay and it’s effect on reliability and dependability of the system.

Loss of channel

The REL352 phase comparison relay is a communications dependent relay. Communications between the local and remote terminals plays a vital role in the operation of the relay. There are conditions, especially when using the powerline carrier channel, where the signal may be shunted to ground by an internal fault. In other instances, some channel equipment failure may result in channel loss.

Response to loss of channel

The REL352 relay has an optional distance back up package that can be purchased. If this option is purchased, upon loss of channel the relay will switch to a zone-2 and zone-3 distance relay. If this option is not purchased, the REL352 can be configured as a directional overcurrent (if voltages are applied to the relay) or non-directional overcurrent relay if voltages not applied.

One further option is available. That is, the UNBLOCK TRIP setting. UNBLOCK TRIP enables the relay to trip for 150 ms after a loss of channel if ITA2 is picked up. This is a dependability feature built in for power line carrier applications. Given that the power line carrier will be lost during a severe internal fault, the UNBLOCK TRIP option lets the relay trip for these faults.

As usual, increasing the dependability of the system sacrifices some security. That is, as long as the ITA2 is picked up the relay is “armed “ to trip on loss of channel. Even though a change detector is involved in the relay logic which prevents the relay from tripping under steady state load (if ITA2 is set less than maximum load), on an external fault with loss of channel the relay can misoperate. For this reason, caution should be used when making this setting.
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